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DATA



Electronic Databases

The increasing availability of electronic health information offers a
resource to health researchers

General usefulness of this type of data to answer targeted scientific
research questions is an open question

varies

May need novel statistical methods that have desirable properties
while remaining computationally feasible
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DATASET SHIFT



Chronic Conditions



FAMILIARQUESTION,
DIFFERENT PROBLEM



Plan Payment Risk Adjustment
Over 50million people in the United States currently enrolled in an
insurance program that uses risk adjustment

I Redistribute funds based on health
I Encourage competition based on
efficiency and quality

I Massive financial implications

Spending outcome

Y = θ X

Coefficient vector
Input vector
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Variable Selection and Upcoding



Variable Selection and Upcoding



FAIRNESS



Who decides the research question?
Who is in the target population?
What do the data reflect?

Howwill the algorithm be assessed?
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Algorithmic Fairness
Typical algorithmic fairness problem in computer science has

I outcome Y
I vector X that includes a protected class or sensitive attribute A ⊂ X

Goal:
Create estimator for f(X) = Y while ensuring the function is fair for A
Commonmeasures of fairness are based on the notion of group fairness,
striving for similarity in predicted outcomes or errors for groups
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ImprovingMental Health Care, 1950-2000

Changes in financing and organization of mental health care, not new
treatment technologies, made the difference

“Improvements ... evolved through ...
more money, greater consumer choice,
and the increased competition among ...
providers that these forces unleashed”



Mental Health and Substance Use Disorders (MHSUD)

Risk adjustment in theMarketplaces
recognizes only 20% of enrollees withMHSUD

Individuals withMHSUD can be systematically discriminated against



Large Gains in Group Fairness vs. OLS
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POLICYANDPRACTICE











Cardiac Stent Results



Cardiac Stent Policy Implications

Implications for patients, hospitals, manufacturers, and regulators.

I How can this information be incorporated into the patient’s
decision-making process?

I Will hospitals reconsider their complex contracting with
manufacturers to avoid poorer-performing devices?

I Shouldmanufacturers consider pulling stents from themarket?
I How should regulators respond to postmarket information that was
not available at the time of device approval?



IN CLOSING





Does Your AlgorithmHave a Social Impact Statement?

fatml.org/resources/principles-for-accountable-algorithms
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